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Machine-vision-based human-oriented mobile robots: A review
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In this paper we present a study of vision-based, human-recognition solutions in human-oriented, mobile-robot applications. Human
recognition is composed of detection, tracking and identification. Here, we provide an analysis of each step. The applied vision systems
can be conventional 2D, stereo or omnidirectional. The camera sensor can be designed to detect light in the visible or infrared parts of the
electromagnetic spectrum. Regardless of the method or the type of sensor chosen, the best results in human recognition can be obtained by
using a multimodal solution. In this case, the vision system is enhanced with other forms of sensory information. The most common sensors
are laser range finders, microphones and sonars. As medicine is expected to be one of the main fields of application for mobile robots, we
give it special emphasis. An overview of current applications and proposal of potential future applications are given. Without doubt, properly
controlled mobile robots will play an ever-increasing role in the future of medicine.
Keywords: mobile robot, machine vision, human recognition, image-processing algorithms, medical applications, review, overview
Highlights
• An overview of vision-based, human recognition solutions in human-oriented, mobile-robot applications is presented.
• A comparison of conventional 2D, stereo and omnidirectional vision systems is made.
• The advantages of multimodal systems over vision-only systems are described.
• A table of overviewed hardware and software solutions together with their performance is provided in order to make a
comparison between various systems easier.
• The most promising and relevant mobile-robot applications from the field of medicine are discussed.

0 INTRODUCTION
Mobile robots are receiving more and more attention
because of their ability to move around in a realworld environment and to perform various tasks.
These two characteristics make mobile robots
suitable for use in numerous industrial and domestic
applications (e.g., personal assistance, guidance,
surveillance, transportation, cleaning). Furthermore,
they can operate in environments that are hostile or
even inaccessible to humans. Human-oriented mobile
robots are becoming increasingly important since
the need for health-based assistance is increasing for
the growing number of elderly and/or chronically
ill people. Mobile robots could offer assistance and
reliable health monitoring and therefore improve
people’s quality of life. These robots could also be
used in telemedicine, which would not only reduce
the costs needed to travel to outpatient-based doctors
and the number of missed working days, but also save
patients’ time [1]. On the other hand, even the mere
presence of a mobile robot can have a positive effect
on people’s well being [1].
In general, robotic applications in healthcare and
social care can be classified into two main groups [2]:
traditional robots intended for (telerobotic) surgery
and rehabilitation and robots supporting “softer”
human-robot interaction tasks such as logistics,
telepresence, companionship, education of children

with special needs and motivational coaching.
Mobile examples include HelpMate [3] used in the
transportation of supplies to healthcare staff and PR7
[4] used for telecommunication. More recent mobilerobot applications are dealing with the assistance
of elderly people [5], support for autism diagnosis
and intervention [6] and assessments of people’s
physiological state [7]. However, the challenges
remain. One of the most important is human-robot
interaction (HRI). In order to make it as natural as
possible and to ensure reliable execution of the mobile
robots’ tasks these systems should be autonomous,
robust, fast, non-contact and, most importantly, safe.
These characteristics are needed for unbiased, realtime measurements in different situations (occlusions,
varying illumination, etc.). Moreover, it is necessary
for the mobile robots to provide only the tasks for
which they were built and not to keep people under
surveillance and/or disturb their privacy [8]. Mobile
robots’ functions in general include 1) reaching the
goal and 2) performing certain tasks. In order to
reach the goal, quickly acquired, low-resolution data
about the mobile robot’s environment is needed,
while for the task execution, more detailed data is
required [9]. For mobile robots to be efficient during
their interactions with humans, the implementation
of machine vision is essential. Additionally, visual
systems have an important role in medicine for
diagnosing [10], screening and monitoring [11]. This
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allows mobile robots to not only recognize humans
and avoid obstacles but also to perform certain
healthcare tasks.
In order to assess the feasibility of implementation
with respect to different visual systems for assessments
of human physiology on mobile robots it is of great
importance to review the proposed vision-based,
human-recognition solutions in human-oriented
mobile robots. In the first section, each step of the
human recognition in mobile robots is addressed. In
the second section an overview of the applied sensor
modalities that offer human recognition are presented.
This section is divided into two parts: the first one
presents vision-only-based solutions, while the second
one presents multimodal solutions. The third section
presents the proposed applications of human-oriented
mobile robots. The fourth section includes a short
discussion, with the authors’ views on the challenges
and available solutions regarding the implementation
of mobile robots in any real-world environment, with
an emphasis on performing health-care tasks.
1 HUMAN RECOGNITION
The crucial characteristic of mobile robots needing
to work in a human environment is the ability to
recognise people. This is important for safety reasons,
the successful performance of the mobile robots’ tasks
and a natural HRI. Human recognition consists of 3
basic steps [12]: detection, tracking (localisation) and
identification.
Humans can be detected with vision-based,
invisible-band, sensor-based and sensor fusion-based
approaches [13]. It can involve image-background
subtraction in cases when the mobile robot (together
with the camera(s) mounted on it) is not moving
[14], but most commonly it employs colour-based
feature detection, shape- or model-based approaches
and machine-learning-based approaches. Colourbased approaches use the predefined colour models
of human skin and fit the pixels to these models.
These approaches are fast, but are at the same time
susceptible to illumination variation and changes to a
person’s position relative to the mobile robot’s vision
system [15]. Additionally, they provide false-positive
detections due to skin-coloured, static background
regions or objects [16]. In order to differentiate
between real skin and a skin-like coloured object, the
size of the detected object and the object’s width-toheight ratio can be used [14]. Model-based approaches
use various parameters that describe the shape and/or
motion of the target. They are usually computationally
more demanding and require constraining the
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dynamics of the system, but provide additional
pieces of information regarding the tracked object’s
position and the correspondence of specific parts of
the tracked objects with the actual image. The speed
and accuracy of these approaches are affected by
the initial conditions and any feature variances [15].
Additionally, the detection of facial features strongly
depends on the size of the entire face blob [17]. When
it comes to face detection algorithms, interested
reader can refer to the article written by Zafeiriou
et al. [18]. It offers a thorough description of face
detection algorithms together with their comparison,
it presents benchmarks and evaluation metrics and it
also discusses future challenges in the field. Machinelearning-based approaches require a predefined set of
images and their computational cost increases with
increasing image/video resolution [15].
Various approaches can be used for the tracking:
mean-shift and its variant the continuously adaptive
mean-shift algorithm (CamShift), optical flow (e.g.,
Lucas-Kanade method), particle filters, Kalman
filters, multiple hypothesis tracking, etc. The
performance of tracking approaches depends on the
environment. For example, CamShift can provide
false tracking if the background colour is similar to
the target’s colour [19] or when the illumination is
too intense [20]. The Lucas-Kanade approach has
difficulties in cases where there is a lot of movement
near the target or when the target moves too far from
its initial position [20]. Additionally, if the mobile
robot is not moving there are no cues for optical flow
computation. This disadvantage can be overcome
using a motion-dependent approach [21] in which
background subtraction is performed when the robot
is not moving, with an optical-flow-based approach
being used otherwise (the switching is based on the
processing load and the mobile robot’s movement). A
particle filter might offer the best results in comparison
to the Lucas-Kanade and CamShift approaches due to
its non-parametricity and robustness to background
colour distribution and movements in the background
[20]. In the case of multiple humans a set of
independent particle filters can be used (each human
appearing in the scene for the first time is detected,
while previously detected ones continue to be tracked)
[22]. An important characteristic of independent
tracking filters is their computational efficiency,
which allows real-time tracking, but their performance
deteriorates if the tracked objects are too close to
each other [22]. The cost effectiveness of the Kalman
filter can be increased by applying the filter only to
the region of interest (ROI) and not over the entire
image [23]. Kalman filters are constrained by linear or
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Gaussian assumptions, whereas particle filters are not.
However they are, in general, computationally more
demanding [24]. The ground truth for tracking can
be obtained by using ceiling-mounted cameras ([24]
and [25]) or by manual annotation [26]. The tracking
is more successful if the motion of the moving target
is predicted [27]; the state-estimation problem can be
solved in a 2D image plane [28]. Classic approaches
to human recognition deal separately with detection
and tracking, which results in the potential loss of
information as well as in an increased computational
load [29]. The other approaches, known as trackbefore-detect or unified tracking [30], deal with
detection and tracking simultaneously.
In general, human identification can be most
successfully achieved using biometrics, which
is based on measurements of physiological and
behavioural characteristics [31]. Human identification
by mobile robots is, however, based mostly on colour
features [12], texture features or combinations of
both [32]. The latter offers high human-recognition
rates as well as real-time performance in crowded
environments; a combination of features offers better
results than feature used on its own [32]. An example
of the colour-feature approach is a comparison of the
colour histograms of people’s clothes [24]. However,
this approach does not work in environments in
which human apparel is identical (e.g., in industrial
and healthcare environments) and it does not offer an

instant daily identification of a single person, since
human apparel is usually changing daily. On the other
hand, this approach can be useful for emergency
personnel following applications [16].
Human recognition in real-world applications
is very challenging due to varying illumination,
varying appearances, directions and behaviours of
humans, background variations, limited time for
computation [13] and vibrations of the mobile robot
[33], which are due to uneven floors or mobile-robot
construction deficiencies. In the outdoor environment,
there are additional challenges, such as weather and
terrain diversity [34]. Often, the robust solutions for
the aforementioned challenges are not applicable to
mobile robots. For example, occlusions can be easily
solved by implementing a camera mounted above
the observed environment [35] or by using multiple
cameras [36], which is not always possible and/
or desirable. The effect of occlusions on the correct
tracking rate in mobile robots is therefore handled
by applying kinematic models to each tracked object
(implicit solution) [37] or by predicting human
behaviour in detected occlusions (explicit solution)
[22]. In order to achieve the best human recognition
possible it is important to choose an appropriate
number of features, while at the same time achieving
real-time execution of the algorithms programmed in
the mobile robots.

Table 1. Reviewed literature

Fritsch et al.
[44]

Böhme et al.
[14]

Research

Hardware

Studied environment

Applied algorithms

Algorithms’ performance

• updated motion-based foreground-background
no quantitative evaluation
segmentation [37]
• binaural sound localization based on inter-aural
time differences and spikes [38] and [39]
• upper body contour modelling
• skin colour (dichromatic r-g) detection [40]
• CCNNW-based face detection [41] using public
data set [42]
fsystem = 0.5 Hz
• dynamic neural field for final selection
• tracking: condensation algorithm [43]
Bielefeld robot companion –
indoor environment
• face detection (Viola Jones) [45]
tracking: SR ≈ 80 %
BIRON (based on ActiveMedia (office); robot is
• mixture of Gaussians-based colour (LUV)
Pioneer PeopleBot) with Sony tracking a target
representation for torso recognition
EVI-D31 PT camera, two AKG human, who at one
• Cross-Power Spectrum Phase Analysis based
far-field microphones and a
point is turned away
sound source localization [46]
SICK LRF
from the robot, is not • leg detection [47]
speaking and his legs • custom simple cue fusion
fsystem = 5 Hz
are occluded
• multi-modal anchoring for data fusion extended by
fmicrophone = 5.5 Hz
supervising module [47]
fLRF = 4.7 Hz
• attention system for focusing the mobile robot on
target human [48]
Extended B21 RW1,
IS Robotics with IR
layer, 2 sonar sensors,
omnidirectional camera,
two frontally aligned colour
cameras, binaural auditory
system

indoor environment
(home store)
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Bellotto and Hu
[24]

Vadakkepat et
al. [55]

Chang et al.
[53]

Kim and Suga
[33]

Martin et al.
[25]

Treptow et al.
[51]

Wilhelm et al.
[49]

Cielniak and Duckett
[12]
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Pan-tilt colour camera Canon
VC-C4R, IR camera NEC
Thermal Tracer TS7302

indoor environment
• thresholding and connectivity- plus size-based
(office corridor);
segmentation for human detection (thermal
mobile robot was
images)
following the corridor • temperature and colour (HSV) statistics (first two
fcamera = 5 Hz
with 10 walking
moments)
humans;
• human identification: k-NN classifier, Bayes’
classifier and dynamic identification
mobile robot B21 RWI, IS
indoor environment
• skin colour (dichromatic r-g) detection using look
Robotics with omnidirectional (home store)
up table with manually classified colour pixels [50]
• automatic white-balance algorithm for colour
camera Sony DWW VL500,
24 sonar sensors in 2 layers,
calibration
two frontal cameras on PT
• sonar-based distance measurements
• face detection (Viola-Jones) [45]
unit
• tracking: condensation algorithm [43]
ActivMedia PeopleBot mobile
robot with NEC Thermal
Tracer TS730
fcamera = 15 Hz

Home Robot System –
HOROS with fish-eye
omnidirectional camera, SICK
LRF and 16 sonar sensors
Pentium M 1.6 GHz
fsonar = 10 Hz
fLRF = 10 Hz
fcamera = 7 Hz
wheelchair mobile robot with
omnidirectional camera
fcamera = 15 fps

Kondo KHR-1 with webcam
fcamera = 3 fps

Magellan Pro with Sony
EVI-D30 pan-tilt camera, 16
sonar and tactile sensors

indoor environment
(unconstrained
corridor and
laboratory room) with
18 different humans;
1) person following;
2) corridor following;
3) stationary robot

• elliptic contour model for human detection similar
to [43]
• integral image features model based on ViolaJones approach [45]
• cascaded model evaluation for combining both
models
• tracking: set of independent particle filters
(multiple humans)

indoor environment
(hallway); people
walking past the
mobile robot
performing survey
task

• heuristic method for detection of leg-pairs using
LRF scans [47]
• distance measurements on sonar scans of leg
profiles
• skin-colour (dichromatic r–g) detection [49]
• tracking: condensation algorithm [43]

indoor environment
• expansion of grayscale omnidirectional image into
(undefined place with
panoramic
undefined moving
• Lucas-Kanade optical flow method [52]
object and humans) • estimation of FOE and FOC
• detection of moving objects using the evaluation
value
indoor environment
• skin-colour (dichromatic r-g) detection
(office?);
• hand-shape recognition (Hu moment invariants
4 individual humans
[54])
• tracking: active contour model with mean-shift,
active contour model only
indoor environment
• skin-colour (YCbCr and YUV) features and
(office?);
geometry features for face detection
6 individual humans • tracking: CamShift [56] (HSV colour space)

Pentium II
Pioneer mobile robot with PTZ indoor environment
colour camera and SICK LRF (laboratory, corridor,
office); 1) human
Pentium III 800 MHz, 128
following through
MB RAM
different rooms,
fLRF = 5 Hz
2) 3 humans walking
fcamera = 10 Hz
in front of the mobile
fsystem = 5 Hz
robot or hiding

• leg detection based on the recognition of their
typical patterns
• Viola-Jones’ face detection [57]
• state prediction model [58] based on CV model
• tracking: unscented Kalman filter [59]
• human identification: comparison of colour
histograms of human clothes [60] and NN data
(multiple humans)
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classification (dynamic
version of Bayes’ classifier):
SRthermal = 69.84 %
SRcolour = 89.42 %
SRcombination = 94.04 %

no quantitative evaluation

tracking (single human):
ACCobject count ≈ 92 %
ACCobject area ≈ 78 %
tracking (multiple humans):
ACCobject count ≈ 84 %
ACCobject area ≈ 64 %
All results are for the
combination of contour and
feature-based model
tracking:
SR = 93 %
FPR = 25 %
CPU load =
=(40 to 50) %

tracking:
ERROF min = 2.15 %
(rotation)
ERROF max = 3.86 % (right
turn)
hand shape recognition:
SR = 96.8 %

tracking:
SR = 84.2 %
(YCbCr colour space)
SR = 89.8 %
(UV colour space)
no quantitative evaluation

Cielniak et al.
[22]

Fernandez-Caballero et al.
[21]
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MoviRobotics mSecurit
mobile robot with thermal IR
camera, PTZ dome camera,
ultrasound sensors
Intel Celeron M 600 MHz,
1 GB RAM
fIR camera = (5 to 6) fps
fsystem = 6 Hz

ActivMedia PeopleBot mobile
robot with PTZ camera Canon
VC-C4R, NEC Thermal Tracer
TS7302

indoor environment
(a corridor and a
laboratory room);
1) humans walking in
front of the
0.85 GHz (robot);
1.1) non-moving
2.00 GHz (PC)
robot and
fcamera = 15 Hz (both cameras) 2.1) moving robot

Alvarez-Santos
[32]

Kang et al.
[13]

Dasa Robot Tetra-DS with
Point Grey LadyBug2 camera
Intel Core2 Quad Q9400
2.66 GHz, 4 GB RAM, Nvidia
GTX460
fcamera = 30 fps
fsystem = (9.3 to 12.8) fps
Pioneer P3DX mobile robot,
SICK-LMS200 laser scanner,
PointGrey Chameleon CMLN1352C with Fujinon Fujifilm
Vari-focal CCTV lens
Intel Core2 Duo P8600 (2.4
GHz), 4 GB RAM

no information
2.8 GHz, 4 GB RAM
Baltzakis et al.
[15]

indoor (undefined)
• normalization and thresholding for human
and outdoor (?)
candidates’ blob detection
environment plus
• image subtraction or Lucas-Kanade optical flow
method [52] (depending on mobile robot’s motion)
chosen images from
OTCBVS data set [61]

fsystem = 16 Hz
(maximum value)

• elliptic contour model adaptive colour (RGB)
model based on the first three moments of colour
distribution [62]
• classification algorithm occlusion handling:
combination of thermal and colour features
determined by AdaBoost [63]
• (used in occlusion handling)
• tracking: particle filter/set of independent particle
filters

human detection (image
subtraction approach):
TPR = (83.09 to 90.94) %;
PR = (98.62 to 100) %
(robot acquired images)
TPR = (72.52 to 82.54) %;
PR = (98.62 to 100) %
(OTCBVS data set)
human detection (optical
flow approach):
TPR = (79.62 to 98.57) %;
PR = (94.59 to 100) %
(robot acquired images)
occlusion classification:
SRthermal = (76.4±4.5) %
SRcolour = (69.0±1.9) %
SRcombination = (89.4±2.5) %

tp_robot = 68.8 ms
tp_PC = 25.9 ms
(for 1000 samples using
colour representation using
first three moments)
outdoor environment; • combined local-global optical flow method (based human detection:
moving and nonon global Horn’s approach [64] and Lucas-Kanade TPRmid range = 69.14 %
moving humans
approach [52]) computed on GPU
TPRnear range = 98.36 %
(occlusions, different • detection of ROIs using parallax flow
tp = (78 to 108) ms
positions relative to
• shape-based human detection (based on parallax
the robot), cars and
flow estimation, Chamfer distance and HOG-based
other objects
SVM classifier)

indoor environment
(office); 1) varying
lightning conditions
(20-400 lx, shadows,
reflections),
2) walking humans
trying to distract the
mobile robot system;
indoor environment
(museum): crowded,
various light sources,
reflective and uneven
floor
indoor environment
(office); 1) a single
human and 2)
multiple humans;
indoor environment
(exhibition centre):
human and
tour-guide robot
interaction scenario

• human detector based on HOG [65]
• torso detection based on the extensive initial
pool of colour (H1L1S1, L2AB, YCbCr, H2S2V,
greyscale) and texture features (local binary
patterns: classic [66], census [67], centresymmetric [68] and semantic [69], edge density
based on Canny edge detector [70], HOG [65],
MPEG-7 edge histogram inspired descriptor [71])
• leg detection using laser scanner
• sensor fusion at the tracker stage

Fmax = 0.987 (combinations
of 8 features)
tp = 20 ms

• background subtraction (28) and skin-colour
(YUV) detection (face, hand) based on [72] and
[73]
• tracking: propagated pixel hypotheses algorithm
[74] extended by an incremental probabilistic
classifier
• Viola-Jones’ boosted cascade detector [57] (facial
features) with anthropometric constraints
• tracking: feature-based;(eyes, mouth) using
normalized cross-correlation as similarity measure

tracking:
TPRmax = 95.09 %;
FPR = 0.22 % (mouth)
TPRmax = 95.58 %;
FPR = 0 % (left eye)
TPRmax = 93.30 %;
FPR = 0.22 % (righty eye)
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Fotiadis et al.
[34]

Robotnik Summit XL with a
pan-tilt zoom camera Point
Grey Firefly MV (60 Hz) and a
LRF Hokuyo UTM-30LX-EW
fLRF = 40 Hz
fcamera = 60 fps
fsystem = 8 Hz

indoor environment
• jumping distance segmentation, novel feature set
(gymnasium); 1) one
for feature extraction and real AdaBoost classifier
human passed by
(LRF data)
non-moving mobile
• HOG descriptor [65] with SVM classifier [75]
robot 2) random
(visual data)
number of humans
passed by moving
mobile robot;
outdoor environment:
humans walking
in front of moving
mobile robot

Ćirič et al.
[92]

Mehdi et al.
[8]

Petrović et al.
[23]

Susperregi et al.
[82]

Susperregi et al.
[16]

Zhang et al.
[26]

Pioneer 3-DX mobile robot
with ASUS Xtion Pro Live
RGB-D camera
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indoor environment
(laboratory); 1)
humans walking with
simple trajectories,
Intel Core i7 2.0 GHz (quad
core) and 4 GB RAM (DDR3) 2) humans lifting
humanoid robots and
fsystem = (7 to 15) fps
putting them away, 3)
humans picking up
objects, exchanging
them and delivering
them to other rooms
RMP Segway mobile platform indoor environment
with Kinect (4 Hz), Heimann
(museum); various
HTPA thermal sensor and
lightning conditions,
Hokuyo UTM-30LX laser
people naturally
walking in front of the
fKinect = 30 fps
camera
fsystem = 4 Hz

• separation of candidate point clusters using
RANSAC [76] guided with prior-knowledge
• candidate detection based on DOI
• cascade of detectors [77] using height-, size-,
surface- and HOG-based detector
• DAG-based framework (human object
classification [78], data association, matching,
tracking: extended Kalman filter [79])

RMP Segway mobile platform
with Kinect, Heimann HTPA
thermal sensor and Hokuyo
UTM-30LX laser

• 23 different image transformations
• 5 supervised machine-learning approaches (IB1
[83], Naïve-Bayes [84], Bayesian network [85],
C4.5 [86], SVM) with hierarchical classifier [87]

fKinect = 30 fps
fsystem = 1 Hz
unknown mobile robot with
Point Grey Bumblebee XB3

indoor environment
(manufacturing shop
floor and museum);
varying illumination
conditions and
human-like objects

• leg detection [80]
• colour-based (RGB) vest detection
• temperature-based human detection (thermal
vision)
• tracking: SIR particle filter [81]

indoor (office) and
• disparity map segmentation (connected pixel
outdoor (meadow)
labelling [88])
environment; a single • feature-based (2D - Hu moment invariants
fcamera = 12 Hz
human walking in
[54], 3D – object’s height and width) object
fsystem = 4 Hz
front of the robot
classification
• tracking: modified Kalman filter
Autonomous Robot for
simulated indoor
• MDP-based human search similar to [89] and [90]
Transport and Service environment
• face detection using Haar cascade classifier [91]
ARTOS, with LRF range finder, (apartment); a single
standing posture detection based on HOG [65])
RFID reader, PTZ camera,
human
sonar and tactile sensors
DaNi mobile robot with FLIR
indoor environment
• thermal image threshold segmentation optimized
E50 thermal camera
(an unconstrained
with genetic algorithm
corridor
and
a
hall);
•
feature detection (Hu moment invariants [54])
400 MHz, 128 MB RAM
• SVM classification [75]
(embedded operation) + 256 humans walking in
front of the robot
MB RAM (storage)
during
fcamera = 60 Hz
1) corridor following,
2) person following,
3) non-moving robot
Finžgar, M. – Podržaj, P.

indoor:
ACCmax = 99.88 %
TPRmax = 95.20 %
TNRmax = 99.76 %
(all Bayesian/mean fusion +
adaptive projection)
outdoor:
ACCmax = 99.63 %
(Bayesian/mean fusion +
fixed-size projection)
TPRmax = 93.01 %
(maximum fusion; adaptive
projection)
TNRmax = 99.99 %
(Bayesian/mean fusion +
fixed-size projection)
multiple object tracking:
ACCmax = 95.39 %
FNRmin = 2.77 %
FPRmin = 1.10 %

ERRestimation min =
(17.44 ± 22.54)°
ERRestimation min =
(0.10 ± 0.31) m
(both results are obtained
with following weighted
combination of sensory
data: 0.15× leg detection,
0.7× vest detection,
0.15× thermal detection)
human detection:
ACC = 96.74 %
FPR = 4.64 %
FNR = 1.88 %
PR= 95.36 %
TPR = 98.07 %
no quantitative data
tp = 81 ms
tlat = 100 ms
(both results for case of
sequential processing +
distributed computing)
no relevant quantitative data

classification:
SR = 97.3 %
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• human leg tracking using adaptive breakpoint
detector [94]
• estimation of human walk model
• tracking: modified mean-shift [95] with depth
information

Ali et al.
[20]

Hu et al.
[93]

Pioneer3DX mobile robot
indoor environment
with RGB-D camera, LRF and (T-shaped corridor);
sonar sensor
8 different humans
leading the robot
fcamera = 30 fps
from starting to the
end position

passive front following:
t = (49.1 ± 26.0) s
drobot = (16.41 ± 3.81) m
dhuman = (19.49 ± 5.71) m
combined strategy:
t = (33.7 ± 4.5) s
drobot = (15.06 ± 1.51) m
dhuman = (17.40 ± 0.80) m

Pioneer 3AT mobile robot with indoor (laboratory)
stereo camera and 16 sonar and outdoor
sensors
environment
(corridor, natural
Intel Core i3 2.4GHz, 4 GB
environment);
RAM
multiple humans

• Haar-based human upper-body and face detection
[91]
• manual selection of target person
• tracking: CamShift [56], Lucas-Kanade [52],
particle filter [96]
• Kalman-filter-based estimation and correction
• stereo correspondence and linear triangulation (for
target positioning)

modified Turtlebot II mobile
robot with two Kinect
modules, microphone array

•
•
•
•
•
•

2 netbooks with Intel Celeron
1.5GHz (dual core), 4 GB
RAM
Bayram et al.
[19]

anticipative front following:
t = (54.2 ± 19.6) s
drobot = 16.94 ± 3.80 m
dhuman = (21.29 ± 6.83) m

fKinect = 10 fps
fmicrophone = 100 Hz

indoor environment
(laboratory);
1) moving humans
with changing face
direction towards the
mobile robot; various
lightning conditions
and background
variation (vision
only) 2) one human,
moving and speaking
simultaneously
2) two humans
speaking 2.1) with
each other and 2.2)
independently (vision
and audio)
3) speaking human
not present in robot’s
eye-sight (audio only)

GEVD-MUSIC [97]
face detection
eyes detection based on Haar cascade classifier
skin-color (YCbCr) detection [98]
particle-filter based sensor fusion
tracking: CamShift [99]

(no significant differences
between anticipative and
passive back and side
following)
tp_meanshift = 0.02649 s
tp_LK = 0.02712 s
tp_PT = 0.02891 s

face detection:
PR = 98 %
TPR = 94 %
audio-visual human tracking:
ERRlocalization = 1.86°
(one human)
ERRlocalization = 1.40°
(two humans)

Legend: ACC – accuracy [%], ACCmax – maximum accuracy [%], ACCobject area – accuracy of object area [%], ACCobject count – accuracy of object
count [%], AdaBoost – adaptive boosting, CCNNW – cascade-correlation neural network, CPU – central processing unit, CV – constant velocity, DAG
– directed acyclic graph, DOI – depth of interest, dhuman – total human displacement [m], drobot – total robot displacement [m], ERRlocalization – target
localization error, ERROF max – maximum error percentage (ratio of true and detected optical flow), ERROF min – minimum error percentage (ratio of
true and detected optical flow), fcamera – camera frame rate, fKinect – sampling rate Kinect sensor(s), fLRF – sampling rate of LRFs, Fmax – maximum F
measure, fmicrophone – sampling rate of microphone(s), FNR – false negative rate [%], FNRmin – minimum false negative rate [%], FPR – false positive
rate [%], FPRmin – minimum false positive rate [%], fsonar – sampling rate of sonar sensor(s), fsystem – frequency of the entire system, GPU – graphics
processing unit, HOG – histogram of oriented gradients, IB1 – instance based algorithm 1, IR – infrared, k-NN – k-nearest neighbour; LRF – laser
range finder, MDP – Markov decision process, NN – nearest neighbour, OTCBVS – Object tracking and classification beyond the visible spectrum, PR
– precision [%], PT – pan-tilt, PTZ – pan-tilt-zoom, RANSAC - random sample consensus, RFID - radio frequency identification, SN – sensitivity [%],
SR – success rate [%], SRcolour – success rate using colour features [%], SRcombination – success rate using combination of thermal and colour features
[%], SRthermal – success rate using thermal features [%], SVM – support vector machine, t – time [s], tlat – latency [ms], TNRmax – maximum true
negative rate [%], tp – processing time [ms], tp_LK – processing time for Lucas-Kanade algorithm [ms], tp_meanshift – processing time for mean-shift
algorithm [ms], tp_PC – processing time on personal computer [ms], tp_PT – processing time for particle filter algorithm [ms], tp_robot – processing time
on mobile robot computer [ms], TPR – true positive rate [%], TPRmax – maximum true positive rate [%]
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human
detection

visual features

classification

thermal features

classification

audio features

classification
human
detection

classification
sonar features

classification

laser features

classification

...

classification

Fig. 1. A block diagram representing basic difference between vision-only-based system (double-thin-lined shape) and multimodal systems
(wavy and dotted shapes correspond to two different kinds of fusion level) shown on the example of human detection task

2 SENSOR MODALITIES IN HUMAN-ORIENTED MOBILE
ROBOTS
Machine-vision-based, human-oriented mobile robots
can be either vision-only or multimodal. Table 1 offers
information about the hardware and software solutions
of these systems together with their performance and
environmental settings.
2.1 Vision-Only-Based Systems
Vision-only-based mobile-robot systems are composed
of colour vision, thermal vision or a combination
of the two. In colour-vision systems, the following
approaches have been implemented: conventional 2D
vision, stereo vision and omnidirectional vision.
Colour vision offers robustness to geometric
distortions [12], but it is susceptible to lighting
variations [12] and resolution [32]. Solutions for
reducing the sensitivity to illumination variations
include the application of alternative colour spaces:
HSV, dichromatic r-g, YUV, YCbCr and LUV.
In general, any colour space that offers separate
brightness and colour information can be used [49].
However, the employment of an alternative colour
space may still not guarantee successful human
detection. Therefore, Baltzakis et al. [15] applied
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prior-probability-based skin-colour detection [73],
which adapts to the illumination changes. On the
other hand, Wilhelm et al. [49] dealt with varying
illumination by applying an automatic white-balance
algorithm to the captured images in YUV colour
space (a coated aluminium ring was used as a white
reference). Additionally, the mean Y value was used
for maintaining a brightness value of about 80 % of
the maximum by controlling the camera’s iris.
Conventional 2D vision lacks information about
the object’s location and/or its size. On the other hand,
stereo systems offer additional depth information,
which, however, raises the computational load due
to the need for an accurate stereo correspondence.
Stereo systems are less susceptible to different
positions of people relative to the cameras and work
even in short occlusions [100]. Depth information
also offers smoother tracking by adjusting the mobile
robot’s speed to keep the distance to the target fixed
[23]. Omnidirectional vision can be performed using
various lenses, which define the characteristics of the
acquired images. For example, images acquired using
an optical system with a fish-eye lens have poorer
resolution in the peripheral region when compared
to the centre region and a perspective image [9].
Images taken with omnidirectional cameras also do
not provide accurate distances between the target
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objects and the mobile robot, but only the angle
of detection [25]. Furthermore, the optical flow
pattern in omnidirectional images differs from the
pattern in perspective images. This can be solved
by transforming an omnidirectional image into a
panoramic image [33]. An important advantage of
omnidirectional vision is its ability to visualize a
broader field of view for the mobile robot.
Thermal vision is based on thermal infrared
(IR) video cameras, which detect emitted thermal
energy in IR spectrum. Therefore, the pixels in
the thermal images correspond to the temperature
values. Due to the distinctive thermal profile of
humans, their detection is simplified (no need for
environment mapping and/or creating background
models [12]). Additionally, temperature features are
not susceptible to lighting variations, which offers
visualization even in darkness and robustness to the
direction of the human relative to the mobile robot.
Important drawbacks include phantom detections,
hard differentiation between humans, varying thermal
characteristics of the airflow and the dependency of
multiple-person tracking on their mutual position [51].
Human detection in thermal images can be performed
by simple thresholding [21], whether by using a single
threshold value or defining the optimal value using
a genetic algorithm as in [101]. Treptow et al. [51]
improved thermal-vision-based human detection by
proposing an elliptical contour model (one ellipse for
body position and one for head position).
Vision systems can also be mounted on the ceiling
and not on the mobile robots. This approach can be
used in the vision-only-based control of mobile robots
[102], when obtaining the ground truth for tracking (as
mentioned in Section 1) or in numerous Intelligent
Space (iSpace) applications. iSpace is a term that
refers to a space equipped with sensors and actuators,
which provide an understanding of people’s behaviour
as well as providing them with information [103].
iSpace additionally controls electrically connected
systems and robots in order to provide a particular
service for people [103]. It also enables mobile robots
to perform human-oriented operations, without
having their own sensors and intelligence. Research
regarding mobile robots in iSpace is not discussed in
this manuscript.
2.2 Multimodal Systems
A single-sensor system cannot usually offer robust
human tracking. It has been suggested that the most
complete system for human recognition should be
multimodal [22], since the integration of multiple

sensory channels can improve a mobile robot’s
performance [19]. This is mostly achieved by
overcoming the limitations of each individual sensor.
For example, in leg detection using laser range
finders (LRF) false positives due to leg-like-shaped
objects (e.g., table or chair legs) often occur. On the
other hand, false negatives appear if a human stands
sideways relative to the robot’s position, is wearing
clothes that hide their legs [25] or his/her legs are
occluded. Sonar sensors are usually noisy, inaccurate
and unreliable (highly dependent on the distance
between the mobile robot and the target human)
[25]. However, in sudden illumination changes sonar
sensors might be able to detect a human, in contrast to
the colour-vision-based approaches. They can also aid
colour vision in differentiating between human faces
and potential skin-coloured objects positioned behind
the human faces (data from sonar sensors is used to
modify the weights of the skin-colour detector) [49].
Auditory modality is very susceptible to noise [19],
which can disturb the detection and localization of
sound sources of interest, but in combination with
visual information human identification can be
improved (if the person is not in the mobile robot’s
field of view [19]). The presence of an additional
camera in an omnidirectional-based system offers
verification of whether the detected object in the
image obtained with the omnidirectional camera is
really a human [49]. Fig. 1 shows basic difference
between vision-only-based and general multimodal
systems.
Since multimodality can improve a mobile robot’s
performance, the majority of the reviewed literature
proposed multimodal systems (see Table 1). They
include different combinations of visual systems,
LRF, sonar sensors and/or microphones. Some of the
research even used Kinect (Microsoft Corporation,
USA), since it consists of multiple sensing devices.
These include RGB cameras, 3D depth sensors (IR
laser and monochrome CMOS sensor) and multiarray microphones, all mounted on a motorized
tilt. Kinect has some limitations when it comes to
its implementation on mobile robots. For a valid
depth the mapping distance between the device and
the object has to be more than 0.8 m, whereas from
the resolution and noise points of view this distance
should be even larger [104]. Besides that the sunlight
influences the measurements with an embedded IR
camera [105] and Kinect’s software is adopted to
images captured with a static camera. Multimodal
systems are also associated with some other problems.
The common ones include the computational load and
the increased costs of a mobile robot. An example of a
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particular technical challenge includes the occurrence
of misalignments due to a vertical projection from
the laser to the image plane. Therefore, Fotiadis et
al. [34] developed an adaptive ROI technique that
compensates for these misalignments and offers a
greater detection range.
The sensory data can be integrated using
sequential integration (one data type is used for
human detection and a reduction of the search space
for other data, which is used for the verification).
The outcome of this approach greatly depends on the
human-detection phase. If it fails, the entire approach
fails. A solution to this problem is the concurrent/
parallel processing of sensory data and the integration
(the entire space is tracked and the data is fused) [34].
An example of parallel processing is the generation
of a Gaussian probability-based hypothesis for each
data type and a combination of all the distributions by
covariance intersection [25]. Jin et al. [106] proposed
a fusion technique that also takes the temporal
information of the measured data into account
(previously acquired sensor data is used for a better
measurement accuracy).
An example of a multimodal system was proposed
by Fritsch et al. [44], who used auditory, vision and
LRF channels. In the situations in which the target
human is not facing the robot (which prevents face
detection), is not speaking and the LRF fails to detect
the legs the authors used colour-based torso detection
(by applying a mixture of Gaussians). This approach,
however, requires that each human wears different,
uniformly coloured clothes. Another interesting
multimodal approach was proposed by Wilhelm et al.
[49], who used a two-component system for human
detection. The first one helps positioning the potential
human target by means of skin-colour detection and
sonar data, while the second uses face detection on
a high-resolution image. This component is used for
verification and also offers the potential for extracting
useful information about the state of a human in order
for a robot to adapt to it.
3 PROPOSED APPLICATIONS
OF HUMAN-ORIENTED MOBILE ROBOTS
Some of the proposed applications for the reviewed
robot systems include: tracking a pre-registered
person [13], an autonomous search for a single elderly
person in an unstructured indoor environment [8],
support for emergency personnel [16], additional
support for autonomous guidance of humans in
museums [15], visual guidance of mobile robots [53]
and [107], providing information for staff and visitors
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of a specific public building [24], survey tasks [25],
interactive shopping assistance [14], surveillance
of large outdoor infrastructures [34], human-robot
cooperation in transportation and investigations of
hazardous environments [23]. Please note that all the
above-mentioned proposed application have not yet
been realised.
Another useful characteristic of mobile robots is
human following, which is important in applications
in which a proper interaction of a mobile robot with
a walking human is essential (e.g., in rehabilitation
[108]). Human following can be passive or
anticipative. In the former, the mobile robot’s motion
is defined only by the position of the target human.
This is useful in situations in which a person wants
to control the movement of the mobile robot. On
the other hand, an anticipative approach is based
on predicting a person’s trajectory by observing his
or her walking mode. This is useful in front human
following (useful in leading people through healthcare
facilities). However, it has been reported that only
using an anticipative approach in front following is
not successful, because people change their behaviour
unintentionally in the presence of a mobile robot and
try to lead it [93]. A short overview of recent humanfollowing robot applications was published in [93].
4 FUTURE CHALLENGES IN THE FIELD
OF HUMAN-ORIENTED MOBILE ROBOTS
In this section we provide our view of the challenges
that need to be considered when implementing mobile
robots in real-world environments.
4.1 HRI and Perception of Mobile Robots by the Elderly
People and Chronically Ill People
Human-oriented mobile robots with healthcare tasks
should be modelled as social robots. This means that
they should be able to interact with humans in various
situations [109]. For a social interaction, people need
to treat the robots as social beings [109]. In order to
achieve as successful HRI as possible it is important
to understand the perception of mobile robots by the
elderly and chronically ill people.
It is hard to generalize this perception, since the
age is not the only factor influencing it. In order to
accept any robot, its user needs to be motivated for
using the robot, which 1) has to be easy to use and
2) has to allow its user to feel comfortable (physical-,
cognitive- and emotional-wise) [110]. There are
numerous factors influencing the aforementioned
criteria, namely individual and robot factors. Besides
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the age, the former include needs, gender, experience
with technology, cognitive ability, education, culture,
anxiety and attitudes towards robots [110]. Robot
factors include appearance (humanness, size, facial
expression, gender), personality and adaptability
[110].
In general, with increasing age the willingness
of the people to use robots decreases. However, there
are reports that elderly are more likely to accept
robots in order to gain back independence in handling
everyday tasks upon losing it [111]. Furthermore,
lack of familiarity with technology, which is often
present in the elderly people, can result in uncertainty
toward the robots [112]. Additionally, due to various
attitudes toward aging in different cultures the crosscultural differences exist [113]. When it comes to the
robot factors, the elderly people do not want to be
accompanied by the robots, which would make them
look weak or dependent [114]. Additionally, they
prefer smaller sized robots [115]. One of the most
important characteristics is also robots’ ability to
adapt to the particular elderly user, since the elderly
differ between each other in e.g. eyesight, movement
abilities and hearing capability [110]. When it comes
to chronically ill patients, the same factors need to be
considered. Another important characteristic, which
influences HRI in chronically ill and/or elderly people
is the fact that interaction between this people is not
short-termed or even single-termed, so the longterm interaction studies are highly important [116].
Unfortunately robots’ appearance and behaviour
cannot be adopted entirely to human expectations,
so it has been suggested that human expectations can
be modified in order to achieve better perception of
robots [110]. More advanced view on this topic is out
of scope of this article. The interested reader can refer
to the following review articles: [110], [116] and [117].
4.2 Human Identification Challenges
In general, human identification can be performed
using hard biometrics (iris, fingerprint and face).
These trails are unique to the individuals, but the
identification accuracy strongly depends on the data
quality [118]. Distance from the sensor to the target,
noise and user’s willingness to cooperate are some of
the factors that influence this quality [118]. Multimodal
hard biometrics systems can offer improved
performance, but can be time consuming and require
even more human cooperation. As an alternative
approach, one can use soft biometrics. These are
composed of global (age, gender, skin colour, etc.)
and local traits (eyes, eyebrows, nose, mouth, etc.)

[118]. They are not unique to the individuals but can
as a whole enhance the identification performance
of hard biometrics and can be extracted even from
lower quality data or from semantic descriptions [119].
Another popular way to identify humans (mainly
in surveillance applications) is gait analysis [120],
but this approach lacks applicability in healthcare,
mobile-robot applications (bed bound patients, gait
disorders, etc.). Lastly, human identification should
be as pleasant as possible. The user should not be
agitated in any way, since that could influence user’s
(patho)physiological state.
4.3 Possible Extensions of Multimodal Systems
Besides vision and auditory sense, there are three
additional senses: touch, olfaction (airborne chemical
sensing) and taste. Tactile sensors in mobile robotics
are useful in applications in which physical contact
with humans is required. Examples include lifting up a
dummy human [121] and assisting elderly or disabled
people by moving heavy objects instead of them [122].
In the latter case, its user is guiding the robot by the
means of tactile communication. In these applications
stability of the mobile robots [123] needs to be
carefully addressed. In contrast to visual, auditory
and tactile signals, which are based on single physical
quantities, taste and olfaction only have a meaning
when humans interpret them, since taste and odour
are not properties of chemical substances [124]. This
makes the implementation of olfaction and taste in
any real mobile robotic applications very challenging.
Olfaction has been however already implemented
in mobile robots for the purpose of gas distribution
mapping, trail guidance and gas source localization
[125]. On contrary, sense of taste has been
implemented in the form of electronic tongues, which
have their potential in use in food and pharmaceutical
industries for objective and reproducible assessment
of taste of foods and drugs [124].
Since healthcare mobile robots are mainly
used in indoor environments, the airborne chemical
sensing would be very useful in carbon monoxide
detection and in prevention of sick building syndrome
[126]. Furthermore, some medical conditions have
characteristic odours [127] and therefore e.g.,
the analysis of exhaled breath could be used as a
supportive diagnostic tool [128]). On the other hand
different odour sensations can also cause symptoms
in humans (e.g., headache, nausea, cough, stress)
[129]. Identification of these odours could therefore
be helpful in preventing mistakes by attributing
symptoms to the wrong causes.
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4.4 Other Challenges
In order to implement mobile robots in many
uncontrolled environments (useful in outdoor
healthcare tasks) it is also necessary to ensure the
continuous mobility of these mobile robots. In [130],
an approach capable of detecting failure at any wheel
and optimizing traction is proposed. Additionally, this
solution does not increase the hardware complexity
of the mobile robot, nor the control system. The next
desired characteristic of mobile robots with humanoriented tasks is real-time performance with as little
energy consumption as possible. For example, the
ideal system would be smooth, rapid, accurate and
energy efficient. This can be achieved by mimicking
animal-like coordination of the head, neck and eyes.
For example, in [131], an approach using chameleoninspired binocular vision for a swift search of a mobile
robot’s surroundings and a two-step aim at the target
(rough and accurate) is proposed.
When it comes to real-time performance, it
is suggested to first define this term. In humanoriented mobile robots the real-time performance
can be defined on the basis of a person’s reaction
time (RT) [26]. The RT for the detection of a visual
stimulus is (180 to 200) ms [132] (which is longer than
for tactile and auditory RT). This means that frame
rates higher than 5 fps offer real-time performance.
Similar criterion was proposed in [26]. The realtime performance can be achieved using distributed
computing [23] or by using computationally more
demanding solutions only when needed [26].
Next, mobile robots implemented in public
spaces are likely to attract people, which can result in
the narrowing of passageways due to a large number
of people surrounding the robot. The former can make
it difficult for humans to avoid the crowd, while the
latter can aggravate the performance of the mobile
robot. Both situations are highly undesirable, e.g., in
emergency situations. One of the proposed solutions
(based on pedestrian-behaviour simulation) is to
anticipate the crowding and try to avoid congestion,
while at the same time respecting the surrounding
humans’ walking comfort and the performance of
tasks, for which the mobile robot was built [133].
In cases of people gathering around the robot, an
obstacle-avoiding behaviour based on a humanbehaviour model can be applied [134]. For an even
more successful implementation of mobile robots
into public places, a long-term study in terms of their
usage [135] would most likely be highly beneficial.
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Other challenges include the secure transmission
and collection of the measured personal data [136],
which needs to be collected ethically.
4.5 A Possible Role of Vision-Based Mobile Robots in
Healthcare Measurements
From the perspective of measuring clinically
relevant parameters using vision systems we see
the following implementations. Mobile robots with
thermal vision could be used in fever screening [137],
but, in general, also in thermoregulation studies,
the detection of breast cancer, diagnosing diabetic
neuropathy and vascular disorders, dermatology, etc.
[10]. Many of these fields could significantly improve
the patient’s well being by regular home monitoring
of a disease, which could reduce its burden (e.g.,
by monitoring diabetic patients with thermo vision
it could be possible to prevent diabetic foot ulcers
[138]). Colour-vision-based mobile robots could
provide some physiological data by means of remote
photoplethysmography (remote PPG) measurements,
whether in reflection [11] or transmittance mode [139].
It can also be used in telemedicine in the form of
simple online consultations or as a tool for diagnosing/
monitoring diseases (teledermatology) [140]. In the
near future, we aim to develop a human-oriented,
colour-vision-based mobile robot performing certain
healthcare tasks.
4.6 Techonological Trends
Current trends in robotics are focused on soft robotics.
This term primarily covers implementation of soft
materials, actuators and sensors in different machine
application. Soft robots are expected to offer softness
and safety (by the means of more natural physical
HRI), which are highly desirable characteristics
for the use in healthcare applications (lifting of
the patients, minimally invasive surgeries, various
wearable and implantable devices) [141]. From the
perspective of elderly people these robots could be
used as an adaptive exercisers for cognition and daily
activities [141].
5 CONLCUSIONS
The reviewed literature reveals that there is no
universal solution for a human-oriented mobile robot.
Different hardware and software solutions have their
pros and cons in different environmental settings and
situations, which makes us believe that mobile robots
with multiple sensor modalities will be the most studied
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in the near future. An interesting solution for indoor
environments, such as households or clinics, is iSpace,
which could offer the implementation of mobile robots
with different tasks in the same environment. From
the perspective of human recognition, the humanidentification step seems to be the most challenging.
We believe that a lot of effort will be put into it, since
correct identification is crucial in healthcare, where
misidentification could result in the wrong treatment,
having potentially fatal consequences. Because vision
systems are already being widely used in medicine,
the use of thermal vision and colour vision in mobile
robots for diagnostic/screening purposes is promising.
In the future, to implement mobile robots in as many
healthcare applications as possible, the focus will need
to be put on HRI, human identification, robustness
of the mobile robots’ task performance and quality,
together with security of the measured data.
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